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Divorce: A Modern Epidemic
Divorce is one of the biggest epidemics of our time.
While divorce rates are down since 2016, almost 50% of marriages in the United States will still end
in divorce. That means that every 13 seconds in America a divorce occurs. The impact of divorce on
a family, children, and communities can be devastating, not only from an emotional perspective, but a
financial perspective as well. 1

According To A Recent National Survey Some Of

Some of The Most Common Reasons for Divorce Are:

73%

56% 56%

Lack of Commitment

46%
Married
Too Young

Argue Too Much

45%
Unrealistic
Expectations

44%
Relationship
Inequality

55%

Pornography

44%
Unprepared
For Marriage

Infidelity

25%
Violence
or Abuse

(Note: respondents to the survey often cited more than one reason, therefore the percentages add up to more than 100%.)1
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Marriages that
typically end in
divorce last,
on average.

However, just because divorce is the final outcome for these couples, it does not mean that the
common reasons that were listed for divorce improve. In fact, they often get much worse. Those
individuals who separate and divorce, can continue to suffer from issues of divorce, inequality, and
lack of commitment as they work to move forward and live their life.

43%

of children in the United
States are being raised
without their fathers

50%

of parents with children that are
going through a divorce move
into poverty after the divorce

60%

of people under poverty
guidelines are divorced
women and their children

65%

of divorced
mothers receive
no child support

And it isn’t just a family that suffers the negative impacts of divorce, our communities and nations
do as well. One researcher determined that a single divorce costs state and federal governments
about $30,000, based on higher usage of food stamps and public housing. The nations divorces can
cost as much as $30 billion each year.1
Unfortunately for most families, divorce isn’t the end of a difficult road, but the beginning of a much
harder path emotionally, mentally, physically, and financially.
It truly is an epidemic of our time.
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The 4 Foundational Principles of
Divorce that Impact Women
With 43% of children in the United States being raised without fathers, over 90% of divorced
mothers having custody of their children, and over 65% of divorced mothers receiving no child
support, women often suffer some of the greatest impacts of divorce. 1
Divorce leaves many women to:
•

Navigate the legal and contractual aspects of a divorce

•

Navigate their relationship with their ex or the lack of their ex in their children’s lives

•

Raise children alone the majority of the time

•

Figure out life as a single mother and bringing in an income

•

Navigate their relationship with their children, family and friends

•

Trying to figure out what is next for them in their life

90%

of divorced mothers
having custody of
their children, and
over 65% of divorced
mothers receiving no
child support.
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The four foundational principles of any divorce that woman must face are:
Relationships, Finances, Legal Issues, and Self-Healing and Growth

one

Relationships
Navigating relationships with ex-husbands and children, dealing with family and friends after the
divorce, navigating life as a single mother, communication with everyone in life moving forward,
learning to set better boundaries and how to have a better understanding of intimacy for future
relationships, and dealing with new and future relationships.

two

Finances
Creating stability financially, improving credit, creating budgets, coming back from financial ruin or
bankruptcy, protecting assets and money, learning the skills and building experiences to earn more,
and honing financial skills to structure a life for financial freedom.

three

Legal
Understanding contracts and dividing assets and money, creating custody arrangements, working
with lawyers, attending court or mediation, negotiating alimony and child support, separating
assets and finances, and keeping the peace while still getting what a person needs and deserves.

four

Self-Healing and Growth
Finding time--with everything else going on--to improve the relationship with yourself, practicing
self-care and self-love, self-acceptance, setting boundaries, communicating your needs, healing,
growth, and building your dreams.
All of these are some of the most influential and defining aspects of our lives--basic survival and
essential needs--that now must be navigated through the lens and reality of divorce.
Let’s look at each of these a bit more in depth.
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one

Relationships
Divorce impacts many relationships in our lives,
including our relationships with our ex, children,
family, friends, and future romantic relationships.
Divorce has an ugly reputation that creates bad
feelings including accusations and judgment.
Divorce can be the ugly weeds that just won’t
stop growing in your garden. Unfortunately, many
people, including friends and family, cannot see the
beautiful side of divorce. So, instead of rising up to
support you, they may turn their backs on you.
Some relationships may weather the storm of your
divorce and some may end.
Some of the questions you may be asking are:
1. How will I handle difficult relationships moving forward?

Grieve the
loss of certain
relationships in
your life.

2. What will my relationship with my ex’s family look like?
3. How does the loss of relationships get addressed?
Ideally, questions like this should be addressed by the separating couple in order to prevent an
unnecessary and devastating blow for themselves and the children.2
If that is not an option...

Here are a few tips and suggestions to help you
navigate relationships after your divorce:
•

Grieve the loss of certain relationships in your life.
It is not only natural but unavoidable. Therefore, it would be helpful to talk about the
losses, and not pretend a relationship did not mean as much as it did.

•

Accept that some people won’t get it.
When family and friends don’t get IT, we have to move forward. Living a positive
life will show your family that you’re on a path that’s right for you. Spend less time
justifying your life and more time living it.

•

Create a family that supports you.
Building your independence and seeking help from the right people will give you
the emotional boost you need during the difficult, transitional time. Recognizing the
people who DO give you unconditional support will infuse you with the positive spirit
and energy that divorce requires.3
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While relationships with family and
friends are so important to our life,
when a couple dissolves their union,

the impact on the children is often
one of the biggest consequences.
If handled poorly, a divorce will
affect children negatively. How long
the negative effects will last and
how deep the children’s emotional
trauma will be depends on the level
of conflict between the parents, and
how committed they are to put their
children first.
It’s important to have a plan and to
think through how you will handle this
experience with your children.

The following are a few tips that you can follow to support your
children and maintain a relationship of trust and understanding as
they work through your divorce:
•

Don’t discuss adult issues with children.
Leave those conversations for moments
when you can speak privately with your ex.

•

Don’t send messages through your
children. It will make them feel like they are
the middleman for your divorce.

•

Never speak badly about your ex in front
of your kids. It will only damage their
relationship with you and make them feel as
if they have to choose a side.

•

•

Don’t ask your children about your ex. Let
them come to you with their questions and
concerns about the other parent and the
divorce, and work to answer their questions
honestly and fairly. Answer them in a way
that is appropriate for their age and level of
emotional maturity.

Listen. When children are going through
divorce, they need a lot of time to talk
and be heard. They will need to be able to
share their emotions and feelings honestly
and openly. It is important to not react
negatively or in a way that would close them
off to sharing more with you. Let them know
that all of their emotions are okay, including
frustration, missing their other parent, and
sadness.

•

Be predictable and consistent. When
divorce occurs, a child’s entire world
turns upside down. Staying as consistent
as possible with routines, schedules, and
showing up for the important things in their
life is critical for a child to feel safe & secure.

•

Make the kids a priority. Spend a lot of
quality time with them and make sure they
know that you will always be there for them.

•

Reinforce how much you love your children and that this will never change.4
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Finally, be cautious entering into new
relationships after your divorce.
Post-divorce relationships are often where
the fears of experiencing heartbreak again
collide with the hope and heady infatuation of
early attachment. These contrasting emotions,
along with any lingering unresolved divorce
issues, present certain common challenges in
relationships entered into after one or both
parties experience divorce. 5
Before you head into a new relationship, be ready
emotionally, don’t move too fast, don’t think that
all people will be like your ex, and don’t hold on to
baggage from the past.

If you have children, remember to
continue to give attention to your
kids and be honest and direct with
them when communicating about
the situation.
Most importantly, don’t introduce them to
your children until you know it will be a serious
relationship.6
Relationships after a divorce can be difficult, but
they can teach us powerful lessons and we can
develop stronger relationships and connections
with people in our life.
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Finances
Educating yourself and taking a few
precautions can reduce the financial
impact on you and your children.

Divorce can be devastating financially to one or both parties, but it’s possible to get through it with
your finances intact. This is one of those factors that tend to aggravate the divorce process. In some
cases, it can even be the root cause of the problem.
Either way, there are steps you should take to protect yourself, your children, and your finances. This
doesn’t mean you should strip the family home or empty bank accounts. You should, however, take
reasonable steps to safeguard your interests.
1. Safeguard personal papers and make copies of important records.
You should locate and gather all of your personal records, such as your identification, birth
certificate, diplomas, bank statements, real estate records, titles, deeds, tax returns, W2
statements, and all other personal documents. Be sure to do this for your children’s personal
records as well. 7
2. Make a record of all marital property.
The best way to do this is with a video recording. Inventory the entire home and its contents.
Pull items out where they can be seen and open up drawers so that all of the contents are visible.
Make sure the date function is working, so the date is visible when the video is viewed. 8
3. Secure your more valuable personal property.
If you have a stamp or coin collection, or similar valuable personal items, find a safe place away
from the home to store them for a while. Personal mementos and other irreplaceable items
should also be stored somewhere safe. This applies only to your personal property.
4. Reduce unnecessary expenses immediately.
Communicate with your spouse and agree to cancel unneeded utilities, such as cable TV, extra
telephone lines, etc. Chances are, you’re going to need the extra money in the very near future. 8
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5. Cancel all jointly owned credit cards and
identify joint debts.
You will want to determine which cards need
to be closed and communicate with your
spouse before you close them. If the card is still
jointly owned, and you are not yet separated
or divorced, you are both probably going to be
responsible for that credit card debt. Closing
accounts and opening new ones can ding your
credit score in the short-term, but it may be
worth a minor negative credit score impact to
avoid the accumulation of any new debt that
you could be held legally responsible for.
Identify joint accounts including a mortgage on
your home, home equity loans or lines of credit,
student loans, car loans, or loans that you
applied for jointly. Just like assets, liabilities may
also need to be divided in divorce.

Once you’ve identified your debts and
taken steps to ensure they don’t increase...

It’s time to decide who will be responsible for what debt.
There are several ways to do this, including:
•

If possible, pay off debts now.

•

Agree to take responsibility for the debts in exchange for receiving more assets from the
division of your property.

•

Agree to let your spouse take responsibility for the debts in exchange for receiving more assets
from the division of property.

•

Agree to share responsibility for the debts equally. This may seem fair at first glance, but it does
leave you both vulnerable. Legally, you are responsible if your ex doesn’t pay, even if they sign an
agreement taking responsibility for the debt. 9
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Retirement Plan Issues in Divorce
If your spouse has retirement savings, you are probably entitled, by law, to half. This money can
be used for your own retirement or for a down payment on a house, relocation expenses, or other
current expenses. Be sure to follow IRS regulations to avoid the 10% penalty on early withdrawal.9

List your marital assets
and get appraisals.

What are Your Marital Assets?
Before going to an arbitrator, mediator, or attorney, you should do your homework. List your marital
assets and get appraisals. You will need to understand the values of the assets like these on the
following list:
•

House

•

Tax refunds

•

Cars

•

Accumulated vacation pay

•

Boats

•

Frequent flier miles

•

Retirement plans

•

Loans to others

•

Cash value life insurance policies

•

Artwork or antiques

•

Stocks, bonds, mutual funds, stock options

•

Collectibles, tools 10

•

Bank accounts
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Don’t Sign
Anything
Many people have made the mistake of
signing papers or preliminary agreements,
which later caused property and custody
battles to be decided against them. You may
be signing something that no attorney can
modify (change) later. Don’t do it! 8
In many situations, it’s worth it to spend
the money to consult your lawyer or
a financial planner to assess the true
value of your assets, determine who’s
responsible for debts, take consequences
into consideration, and receive financial
planning advice prior to a settlement.

Divorce can have a
significant impact on your
financial future.
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Legal
To legally end a marriage, a number of different steps have to be taken. Some of these processes are
not only physically exhausting but stressful, too. Divorce legal issues vary from case to case and the
laws governing them differ greatly from state to state.

The first step is
determining which
type of divorce case
you will pursue.

Before you move forward, you will need to verify the laws, divorce rules,
and regulations applicable in your region. There are many options in the
21st century: collaborative divorce, mediated divorce, no-fault divorce,
summary divorce, or uncontested divorce. Some of these do not exist
in every state and have strict requirements. You will need to do your
homework to determine which type of divorce is right for you.11

Once you determine what type of divorce you will pursue, there are four main areas you will need
to address legally. While there are many other legal aspects to divorce, these are the primary issues
most couples face.

Property Division

The division of property is dependent on many factors.
For example, the parent who does the majority of the
child-rearing in the home, generally keeps the marital
home. If children are not involved, property is usually
split equally. If you and your spouse can’t agree, the
court will decide based on the rules in your state and
which kind of property system your state has.

Spousal Support
While divorce ends a marriage, it does not end the
obligation of one spouse to another. Typically, in
relationships, one spouse is more financially secure than
the other. In a divorce, this difference in earnings means
that the partner with lower income is entitled to receive
spousal support, or alimony, to help support them in
post-divorce life.
Spousal support is financial assistance that shows a
partner’s contribution to a marriage and helps the
recipient to gain financial independence. Alimony is only
applicable for those who were legally married. Rules
for alimony vary by state. Alimony is awarded based on
factors such as duration of the marriage, the individual
earning capacity of each spouse, financial contribution
to household or career, and the physical health of the
individual receiving alimony.
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Alimony may be paid on a temporary or permanent basis.12
Child custody is the most important issue parents must face during a divorce. Parents’ decisions can
put kids through hell if they are not addressed with the kids in mind.
Spouses who are divorcing must come to an agreement about the important issues that can affect
the well-being of their children. Some of the main issues in regards to child custody are: legal child
custody, physical child custody, health insurance for the children, and their religious upbringing.
Parents will also have to decide upon education, visitation rights, and other expenses that may arise in
the future.13

Custody and Parenting Time
It’s ideal for divorcing parents to decide on these issues together. However, if the parents cannot get
along and come to an agreement, the court will review a number of factors that can determine which
parent and situations are the best fit for the children.

Child support will be
mandatory in any divorce that
involves minor children.

Child Support
Child support will be mandatory in any divorce that involves minor children. Most state laws have
guidelines to determine child support payments. The payment amount is based on each parent’s
income and the amount of time he or she spends with the children.
Similarly, agreements regarding the minor children typically allow for the following expenses:
•

Child care

•

Special educational or other needs

•

Health care and health insurance

•

Travel-related visitation

If a parent does not pay child support or is significantly late, he or she can be sued for contempt of
court, have wages or tax refunds attached, or have his or her driver’s license blocked. These actions
should be handled by an experienced attorney. 14
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Divorce is only
the beginning of
changes that can
take some time to
fully resolve.

Some common post-divorce legal issues that
may need to be confronted include:
•

Spousal support modification

•

Moving to a different state

•

Unresolved property issues

•

Remarriage

It is also possible for new issues to arise after the divorce. For instance, if new information surfaces
after divorce — such as situations with joint business ventures that a spouse wasn’t aware of — a
person may need to review their legal options.15
Every divorce is different, because every couple enters and leaves a marriage under different
circumstances and with different assets. It is always important to openly and honestly discuss all
aspects of your current situation, to make sure that they have all of the information that will be
relevant to your case and a faster, more peaceful resolution.
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Self-Healing and Growth
One of the opportunities after
divorce is the opportunity to
truly discover yourself.

When your relationship is over, it’s hard to get used to being alone. In the early phases of divorce, you
feel like you will never get through it, but the chaos won’t last forever. There is life after divorce – and
hope for happiness as a single woman again. Divorce can leave you depressed, sad, and lonely. You are
wondering, now what?
One of the opportunities after divorce is the opportunity to truly discover yourself. The reason so
many don’t seize this opportunity, is because accepting it first requires a genuine desire to heal. Some
people choose to remain angry and bitter, to be a victim of their divorce, or to skip the healing process
in favor of beginning a new relationship as quickly as possible.
Although each of these responses is normal, none of them will help you cope with divorce or move on.
In other words, these reactions to divorce may not allow you to heal.
Divorce is truly a loss in your life. To heal properly, you need to feel your emotions, face the wounds
created by your divorce, grieve the loss of what once was, and discover where you can be better for
you. You must accept that grief healing is a part of divorce, understand that grief is complicated, and
understand that leaning into your grief, instead of ignoring it, is crucial to moving on after a divorce.16
The beautiful thing about allowing yourself to experience your grief, along with a desire to heal, is that
you will continue to make small incremental steps toward feeling better.
It’s the combination of these small incremental steps that over time, will lead you out of your grief, as
you discover a new sense of who you truly are.
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There are many ways you can heal and
grow after a divorce.
Surround yourself with nurturing people and true friends
Say “no” to those who are not providing you comfort
after your divorce. Now is the time to look at expanding
or remodeling your social circle. Look for people who are
happy, positive and self-assured in their own lives—that
will support you, but also be honest with you. 17
Seek professional support
While positive and nurturing friends are essential to
have through a difficult time in our life, at times we may
need the tools and skills that a trained professional has
to help us get through a difficult time, like divorce.18
Accept the economic reality of divorce and develop
a 10-year financial plan
Accept your new situation and lifestyle. Find joy in where
you are now. Smart women take charge of their finances
during and after a divorce. They seek help and organize
their finances--setting budgets and spending goals--to
set them up for success. They become educated on how
to create a better economic situation and when the time
is right, they may make the decision to increase their
income by getting a better job, getting additional training
or education, or starting a business on the side.19
Stop trying to change your ex and being
angry when they don’t
You cannot change your ex. Pick your battles and
let go of issues that don’t really matter or cannot be
changed. Accept the realities that come with divorce
and empower yourself, by understanding how you will
choose to navigate through them peacefully.
This does not mean allowing yourself to be walked
all over. It’s normal to want to have a say in how your
ex behaves and for them to feel the same about you,
particularly related to the kids. But save yourself the
struggle. In a strange way, this step is about taking
control of your inner life by letting go of outside control.19
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Now is the time to
look at expanding
or remodeling your
social circle.

Connect more
deeply with who
you are—and
heal. It is truly a
courageous act
of self-love.

Understand your fears and your love
It’s also important to understand what your fears are.
Our relationship issues with ourselves and others are
often rooted in our fears. Some common fears are
isolation, judgment, rejection, or being abandoned. Look
at how these fears are triggered and ways that you can
learn to self-soothe and heal. The goal is that eventually
these fears will go away, so that you can have a healthy
relationship with yourself and others.
It is equally important to understand how you love and
how you need to be loved. To love yourself better and
at some point, when you are open to love again, it’s
important to know when you have felt the most love in
your life, from yourself and others. Write it down, create
boundaries around it, and use it to help heal your fears.17
Reinvent yourself
After a divorce, the we that you built an identity around
doesn’t exist anymore. You have to connect with
your unique and individual identity again. You have
to reconnect with your values, strengths, and unique
attributes. What do you value about yourself? When are
you at your best?
Looking back on your old relationship to recognize how
your demons may have played a part in your experience
can be powerful. Understanding where you can be better,
connect more deeply with who you are--and heal--is not
meant to be a shaming process. It is truly a courageous
act of self-love.18

Find ways to do what you want to do and get uncomfortable
What activities do you enjoy? What gets you excited? What lights
you up? This is a time to dig deep and ask questions about what
fulfills you in life. Especially when you are not sure anymore
about what you love, take the time to explore. Get outside of your
comfort zone and try new things. Or simply do things that you once
loved, that may have been lost along the way in your life. Getting
uncomfortable will help you to focus on new things and move away
from fixating on the hard experiences of divorce.17
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Get outside of
your comfort
zone and try
new things.

After a certain period of time,
it’s time to move on from the “pity party”

Celebrate being single and focus on the future
Find joy in your new status! Go out with
friends! Do things you love! Give yourself
permission to celebrate exactly where you
are right now in life.

By far one of the most important steps is
to set a limit on feeling sorry for yourself,
even if the conflict is ongoing. For a
certain period of time it is important to
feel the loss, cry, grieve, and talk things
through with trusted family and friends.
But at some point, it is important to make
a mindset shift from victim to survivor!

It’s also a beautiful time to focus on the
future. Set goals and redefine your priorities.
Use divorce as an opportunity for growth and
maturity. Take inventory of your life, mistakes
and all, and devote time to discovering who
you are and what you want now. This process
takes time, patience and dedication.

Your negative feelings won’t just
suddenly disappear, and this isn’t a onetime mind shift. Sadness and despair
can hit you when you least expect it.
However, regardless of what happened,
you don’t want to make divorce your
identity. Take back your power and claim
your identity as the strong, powerful
woman that you are.19

The beginning phases of divorce seem as if
they will be the hardest, but the real work
starts when we have to face ourselves after
the divorce. Women that are able to put their
divorce behind them, go on to be balanced,
strong, confident women who find the
happiness they felt was lost.18

Find a support group
Look for a divorce support group where you can go and share your feelings and get ideas from
other women who are going through the same thing. Sometimes just knowing that you are not
alone in what you are going through can help us to heal.
When your emotional wounds of grief have healed, you have connected with yourself, given
yourself the tools to be successful, and allowed yourself the time and space to heal, you can finally
face the world as you truly are—powerful, unique, lovable, and perfect exactly as you are.

Sometimes just knowing that you
are not alone in what you are going
through can help you to heal.
21

Finding Support Through Divorce:
Our Community for You
Whether you are contemplating, going through, trying to
move on from, or healing from a divorce, you are not alone!
Ailani is bringing together some of the best experts in the
industry to give women advice, information, and resources to
help you, no matter where you are in your divorce journey.
You will have a powerful community of women to connect
with. You will be able to post inspiration, lessons learned, and
questions in the community around the four foundational
principles.
Ailani is structured around the four foundational principles
of navigating a divorce: relationships, finances, legal issues,
and self-healing and growth.

is a support
group for women
experiencing divorce.

Each week we will have a one-hour call that focuses on one of these principles and the many
aspects of these principles. These calls will be led and taught by one of our many experts. This
includes: Therapists, Social Workers, Psychologists, Lawyers, Mediators, and Finance Experts
who have had experience with divorce. They will come to the call prepared to teach and educate
the women in Ailani. Every call with have additional resources and exercises for the group to work
through that week, based on what was discussed that week.
There will be Q&As, Live Events, and so much more!

The goal of Ailani is to help women
to heal, become stronger, and to
live their best life after divorce.

I want to add massive value in your life.
I want you to reclaim your life!
I want you to be financially stable!
I want you to reclaim your broken
relationships with your ex, your children,
your friends, and your family!
I want you to reinvent your relationship
with yourself!
I want you to find your power!
I want you to create a life filled with growth and
fulfilling your dreams!

Become a woman
who owns her life and
writes her own story.

I want you to win!
I am here to support you!

While I would never wish divorce on anyone, I truly believe that divorce is not the end of your life, but
a new journey in your life--to grow, change, overcome, and be a powerful woman.
Healing starts with learning and finding support.
While Ailani cannot replace lawyers, therapists, and financial advisors who specifically represent and
work with you on an individual basis, the information, advice, and resources you will receive daily,
monthly, and throughout the year, would cost you thousands of dollars on your own. Not to mention,
the support, community, and relationships you will create will be priceless.
Come and reclaim your life!
Divorce does not have to be a death sentence for your happiness, health, and future!
Find support, resources, help, and community through Ailani.
It doesn’t matter if you are deciding whether or not divorce is right for you. If you are going through a
divorce right now, or if you are taking back your life after your divorce:

, Our Community, Our Experts, and I, are here for you!
Go to www.ailani.org to learn more and...
Join Our Community of Women!
23
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